
難得寫作文章之際，發現如此『號外』事件︰

Re: PoE HAT – USB Ports not working – over-current

jamesh

Tue Sep 11, 2018 2:22 pm

OK all, as some will have seen on the Register (www.theregister.co.uk) we think we have got to

the bottom of this. Here is a letter from Eben sent to the Register, who had asked what was up

after some of their readers got in touch.

We’ve been looking at this over the last week, and have a good handle on the underlying
mechanism: it’s an interaction between the fairly low-frequency switching regulator on
the HAT, and one of the two brands of USB current limiting switch that we use on the
main board. Because the regulator operates at a fairly low frequency, each time it
switches it moves quite a large chunk of energy into the three USB reservoir caps via the
current limiting switch: this large instantaneous current is fooling the switch into thinking
that a genuine over-current event is occurring. We missed it in product testing because
(dumb luck) our heavy-load testing was done on boards with the other brand of switch,
and most of our �eld testers were only using the board to power mice and keyboards,
which works �ne on all the HAT/Pi pairs we’ve tested.

There will be a blog post of gory details, probably tomorrow, but for now the summary is:
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– A signi�cant proportion of HAT/Pi pairs are limited to delivering <200mA of
downstream current to USB. This is generally enough for mice and keyboards, but not for
e.g. hard drives.
– We will �x this issue in a subsequent spin of the PoE HAT.
– In the meantime we’ll be adding a note where the HAT is sold, documenting this
limitation.
– We will provide a couple of hand-mod options for adventurous users. These are likely to
be:
– Removing reservoir caps from the main board (an easy, clean mod if you can use a
soldering iron, but limits USB hotpluggability).
– Inserting a small amount of series impedance in the current path from the HAT (this one
will be a bit �ddly to implement).
– Users who have bought a HAT and are inconvenienced by this issue should return it for
a refund.

The moral of the story: do more testing, particularly where we have multiple vendors for
key bits of silicon.

I hope that covers all the questions that have been asked above.

心想這個【POE】文本系列，主旨是談『測試‧除錯』過程，十分樂見 Eben 先生的快速全面

回應呦。

所以依舊照表操課也。




